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Transmission and focusing of light in one-dimensional periodically nanostructured metals
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In this paper we show how the optical properties of a metallic film can be tailored by one-dimensional
periodically nanostructuring it which, in turn modifies the surface plasmon properties. The interaction of light
with the surface plasmons can be used for two apparently opposite effects: trapping incident radiation into
small volumes~in reflection gratings! and transmitting light very efficiently~in transmission gratings!. A
physical picture of the mechanisms involved, as well as dependences of the transmission and reflection spectra
on wavelength, absorption and geometrical parameters of the grating, are provided.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dielectric response of a metal is mainly governed
its free electron plasma. Within the Drude formalism, t
frequency (v)-dependent dielectric constant of a metal c
be written as

e~v!512
vp

2

v~v1 ig!
, ~1!

wherevp is the plasma frequency~typically around 10 eV!,
g is the absorption, andv stands for the frequency. Fo
frequencies smaller than the plasma frequency the real
of @e(v)# is negative and, therefore, a metal behaves a
photonic insulator. A negativee has another important con
sequence: a metal-dielectric interface is decorated with
face electromagnetic~EM! modes called surface plasmon p
laritons~SPP’s!.1 The dispersion relation of these modes, f
a flat interface, is given by:2

kx~v!5
v

c
A e~v!

e~v!1ed
, ~2!

wherekx is the momentum in a direction~x! parallel to the
interface,c is the speed of light in vacuum, anded is the
dielectric constant of the dielectric medium.

As it has been described in many papers,2 there is no
crossing between the SPP dispersion relation@Eq. ~2!# and
the light cone; therefore, SPP’s on a flat metal surface can
be excited by an incident plane wave. However, if the me
dielectric interface is periodically modulated, the folding
SPP bands allows SPP’s to be excited by external radiat

The aim of this paper is to show how a metal structu
with a one-dimensional~1D! periodic modulation can be
used for two opposite purposes: trapping incident radia
into very small volumes in reflection gratings with very na
row grooves@see Fig. 1~a!# or transmitting light very effi-
ciently in transmission gratings of very narrow slits@see Fig.
1~b!#. We will show how both phenomena are linked to t
excitation of surface plasmons.

Already in 1902, Wood3 reported the appearance of r
markable absorption anomalies in the reflectance spectr
0163-1829/2002/66~15!/155412~10!/$20.00 66 1554
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smooth metallic gratings illuminated byp-polarized light (E
field perpendicular to the grating!. These anomalies wer
definitely associated by Fano to the excitation of SPP4

Many years ago, Hessel and Oliner5 published a key pape
about the optical anomalies of metallic gratings. They fou
two different types of anomalies: one attributed to the us
propagating SPP’s already mentioned, and another one,
cific of deep gratings and associated to standing waves,
a photon energy highly concentrated inside the grooves.
relation of the EM resonances appearing in deep reflec
gratings with nonlinear optical effects observed in cert
rough surfaces has been studied during the last 20 ye
mainly in connection with the surface enhanced Ram
effect.6 Experimental evidence for the existence of these
calized modes at optical frequencies has been repo
recently.7

Additionally, the emergence of the concept of photon
crystals in the late 1980’s has sprung new studies of meta
gratings, as examples of 1D periodic dielectric media.8 Also
very recently, several theoretical studies have appeared
the excitation of waveguide resonances in zero-order m
sinusoidal gratings,9 similar to the ones observed in grating
with rectangular grooves.

On the other hand, transmission gratings have not
ceived so much attention, although some theoretical wo
have appeared in the past.10,11 However, since extraordinary
optical transmission through a 2D hole array perforated o
metallic film was first reported four years ago,12 there has
been a renewed interest in analyzing the transmission p
erties of arrays of slits, that is, the 1D version of the struct
studied by Ebbesen’s group. Schroter and Heitmann13 and
Treacy14 tried to fit the experiments on 2D hole arrays b
analyzing 1D slit arrays with the same set of paramete
However, the comparison between transmission propertie
slit and hole arrays has a very limited value, as there i
fundamental difference between them: in a slit wavegu
there is always a propagating mode inside the channel, w
in a hole waveguide there is a cutoff frequency and all mo
are evanescent for~roughly! hole diameters smaller than ha
a wavelength. Therefore, wave propagation through
structure is radically different for those two systems.
©2002 The American Physical Society12-1
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By analyzing the dependence of the transmission pro
ties of arrays of slits with metal thickness, Portoet al.15

found that this kind of structures can be highly transmiss
at certain wavelengths, larger than the period of the grat
Two types of transmission resonances were reported in
theoretical work: coupled SPP’s on both horizontal surfa
of the metallic grating, and cavity modes located inside
slits. Recently, it was predicted16 that these cavity resonance
are also present in a single narrow slit in a perfect me
Subsequent theoretical studies of the complex band struc
of transmission gratings17 have also revealed the presence
these two different types of resonances: coupled SPP’s
cavity modes. Very recently, experiments in arrays of subm
limeter slits have found enhanced transmission at certain
crowave frequencies, through the resonant excitation of c
ity modes.18

II. THEORETICAL FORMALISMS

In order to analyze the EM interaction of reflection a
transmission gratings with external radiation we apply t
different theoretical frameworks:~i! A transfer matrix
formalism,19 with adaptable meshes,20 which is necessary in
order to be able to take into account the variation of E
fields at different lengthscales, typical of metallodielect
structures. This method yields virtually exact results, on
convergence is obtained.~ii ! A quasianalytical modal expan
sion, as described in Ref. 21, with two main simplification
first, as we are interested in the optical response of a met
frequencies well below its plasma frequency, surface imp
ance boundary conditions are imposed on the metallic
faces. In this way, fields inside the metal need not be ca

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the two types of nanostructured m
als studied in this paper:~a! Reflection gratings with periodd,
grooves widtha and depthh. ~b! 1D arrays of narrow slits of width
a separated by a distanced. Metal thickness in this configuration i
h. In both cases we analyze the optical response of these syste
p-polarized light.
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lated, its effect being reflected through a modification of t
boundary conditions. Also, given that we are going to co
sider geometrical arrangements of grooves or slits where
’’horizontal’’ metal-dielectric interface is much larger tha
the vertical one, we further simplify the model by assumi
that the vertical walls of the grooves or slits are perfect me
surfaces. Relaxing this approximation would not change
physics, its main effect being just a small increase of
absorption by the metal. Second, as the wavelength of l
is much larger than the lateral dimensions of the apertu
we only consider the fundamental eigenmode in the mo
expansion of the EM fields inside the grooves or slits. This
justified because, in this regime, the fundamental mode
propagating one and dominates the transmission as all o
modes are evanescent. Considering more eigenmodes w
at most, slightly shift the frequency of the transmission fe
tures. The quasianalytical model is more convenient for
derstanding the transmission properties, specially after m
ing the cited approximations, which render the model larg
analytically tractable. In order to further justify the validit
of these approximations and to evaluate the accuracy
tained by the modal expansion method, we show in Fig. 2
comparison of specular reflectance curves for a reflec
grating, for the case ofp-polarized incident radiation imping
ing at normal incidence, obtained by both transfer matrix a
modal expansion methods. The chosen parameters~in the
range of what we are going to consider in this paper! ared
51.75mm, a50.3 mm, andh51.0 mm @see Fig. 1~a! for
definitions#. The dielectric constant of the metal is assum
to be Drude-like @see Eq. ~1!# with vp59 eV and g
50.1 eV. As clearly seen in the figure, specular reflecta
spectra present dips for certain frequencies. These feat
are associated with the excitation of surface plasmons in
structure and will be analyzed in detail in Sec. III. The agre

t-

s to

FIG. 2. Specular reflectance curves vs energy~in eV! of an
incomingp-polarized plane wave impinging at normal incidence
a reflection grating with parameters:d51.75mm, a50.3 mm, and
h51.0 mm. Dashed line corresponds to the theoretical curve
tained with the transfer matrix formalism whereas full line is t
result of applying a quasianalytical modal expansion, as descr
in the text.
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TRANSMISSION AND FOCUSING OF LIGHT IN ONE- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 155412 ~2002!
ment between both methods is quite good; therefore, fr
now on, as we are mainly interested in understanding
fundamental optical properties of these systems, we o
show results obtained with the quasianalytical modal exp
sion.

As previously stated, calculating the transmission or
flection amplitudes in the modal expansion method is
simple exercise of matching fields at different interfac
Both reflection and transmission gratings are systems w
can be decomposed in three different regions: the incid
dielectric region~region I!, the metal plus slits region~region
II !; and a third region, which is a semi-infinite metal in th
case of reflection gratings and a semi-infinite dielectric in
case of transmission gratings. This means that the matc
has to be done at two interfaces. However, for the syst
we are considering, it is convenient to obtain the scatter
coefficients in the three-region system from the scatter
coefficients of two independent two-region systems: the
and the II-III systems, in which all regions are taken as se
infinite ~even region II!. We define the scattering coefficien
in the two-region systems as follow~see Fig. 3 to follow the
definitions!: In the I-II system, an incident plane wave com
ing from region I reflects, when reaching the I-II interfac
with probability amplituder11 or transmits through the inter
face with amplitudet12. The propagating mode inside th
grooves~the only one considered in this case! approaching
the II-I interface coming from region II, reflects with ampl
tude rL, or transmits to region I with amplitudet21. Actu-
ally, r11 andt21 would be vectors, given that the final sta
could be any of the diffraction orders. In this paper we a
mainly interested in scattering properties for waveleng
larger than the lattice parameter, where only the zero diffr
tion order is propagating. Therefore, in order to calculate
total reflectance or transmittance, only the zero-order coe
cients are needed and these are the ones the definition
referring to. In the II-III system, the propagating mode co

FIG. 3. Schematic definitions of the different scattering coe
cients of the two independent two-region systems appearing in~a!
reflection gratings and~b! transmission gratings~see the text!.
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ing from region II bounces back at the II-III interface wit
amplituderR or transmits to region III with amplitudet23.

Given all these coefficients, the reflection and/or transm
sion coefficients for the real three-region system can be
ily calculated summing up all multiple scattering process
the only additional ingredient needed is the phase accu
lated by the EM field when traveling inside region II. For th
fundamental mode in 1D waveguides, this phase is expik0z,
wherek0 coincides with the wavevector modulus in vacuu
andz is the distance traveled. The final result is

r 05r111
t12exp2ik0hrRt21

12rLrRexp2ik0h
~3!

for the specular reflection coefficientr 0 , and

t05
t12expik0ht23

12rLrRexp2ik0h
~4!

for the zero-order transmission coefficient. If a multimo
expansion of the fields inside the slits were considered, v
similar matricial expressions would be applicable.

All the ‘‘two-region’’ scattering magnitudes appearing
both Eqs.~3! and ~4! can be calculated straightforwardly b
just applying boundary conditions for electric and magne
fields on the different interfaces. For the case in which
dielectric in regions I and III and the nonmetallic part
region II are all the same, with a dielectric constant equa
unity ~the symmetric configuration!, we find the expressions

t125
2S0cosa

cosa1ZS

1

11~12ZS! f
, ~5!

r115
cosa2ZS

cosa1ZS
2

2S0S̃0~12ZS!cosa

~cosa1ZS!2

1

11~12ZS! f
,

~6!

rL52
12~11ZS! f

11~12ZS! f
, ~7!

t215
2S̃0

cosa1ZS

1

11~12ZS! f
, ~8!

wherea is the angle of incidence andZS5e(v)21/2 is the
metal impedance. With respect to the other two-region s
tering coefficients, which contain all the difference betwe
transmission and reflection gratings, for the symmetric c
figuration we find,rR5rL and t235t21 for transmission
gratings, whereas in the case of reflection gratingsrR5@(1
2ZS)/(11ZS)#'1 andt2350.

FunctionsSn andS̃n , with integern, are essentially over-
lap functions between the incoming plane wave and the f
damental eigenmode inside region II,

Sn5
sink0gna/2

k0gna/2
, ~9!

with S̃n5(a/d)Sn andgn5sina1(2pn/k0d).

-
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Function f plays a key role in all scattering magnitude
and can be written up as

f 5 (
n52`

`
SnS̃n

~12gn
2!1/21ZS

. ~10!

A crucial point, which will strongly influence reflection
and transmission properties, is thatf is singular when (1
2gn

2)1/2→2ZS , which is just the condition of SPP existenc
on a flat metal surface.

Before analyzing the properties of reflection and transm
sion gratings, we show the dependence with wavelengt
the ‘‘two-region’’ scattering coefficients. Figure 4 shows t
dependence of ut12u with wavelength of incoming
p-polarized light, for normal incidence. The grating period
d51.75mm, and several values ofa, ranging from 0.05 to
0.30mm, are represented. As in Fig. 2,vp59 eV and g
50.1 eV. As seen in this figure, the transmission amplitu
through the I-II interface is practically zero at SPP locatio
for normal incidence (lSPP'd,d/2,d/3, . . . ). The other
transmission magnitudest23 andt21 appearing in Eq.~8! are
also antiresonant at the SPP condition.

As a difference with the transmission magnitudes,rL is
resonant at the SPP condition: in Eq.~7! for f→`, rL'1.
Figure 5 shows the modulus ofrL (R) in panel~a!, and its
phase (u) in panel~b!, as a function of wavelength for th
same set of parameters of Fig. 4. BothR andu are singular at
the SPP conditions: in the case ofu there is a phase jump
from p to 2p when approaching SPP locations; these jum
are more abrupt when the width of the slits tends to ze
Other interesting point is thatR approaches unity at the sam
SPP location. This result can be understood as follows: fr
Eq. ~10!, function f can be interpreted as the total ‘‘condu
tance’’ ~inverse of impedance! of region I which is the sum
of the conductances associated with all possible channels
ing in parallel. When the conductance of one of these e

FIG. 4. Modulus oft12 ~probability amplitude for a normal in-
cidentp-polarized plane wave for being transmitted when reach
the I-II interface!. t12 is shown for three different values of the sli
width ~a! as a function of the wavelength~in units of d, which is
d51.75mm in this case! for a normal incident plane wave.
15541
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nescent channels is infinite~at the SPP condition!, this chan-
nel shortcuts transmission into region I, producing perf
reflection due to current conservation.

III. REFLECTION GRATINGS

First we analyze the case of reflection gratings with ve
narrow grooves. If we rewriterL5Reiu, and neglecting the
unimportant scattering phase at interface II-III, which is v
tually 2p, the specular reflection amplituder 0 @see Eq.~3!#
can be expressed as

r 0'r111
t12exp2ik0ht21

12R expifR
, ~11!

wherefR is the sum of 2k0h plusu, which is the change in
the phase of a propagating mode after reflecting on the

g

FIG. 5. Behavior ofR ~modulus ofrL, in the upper panel! and
u ~phase ofrL, in the lower panel! vs the wavelength~in units ofd)
of a propagating mode inside region II impinging the II-I interfac
Both magnitudes are displayed for different values ofa and, as in
previous cases,d51.75mm.
2-4
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interface. In order to distinguish it from 2k0h that is the
phase accumulated when traveling inside the waveguide
us callu the ‘‘scattering phase.’’ An interesting result is th
the absorption properties of reflection gratings are co
pletely governed by the total phasefR : wheneverfR is an
integer times 2p, there is a constructive interference b
tween all partial reflected waves that tend to cancelr11, pro-
voking a dip inr 0 , indication that some energy is absorb
by the system, as there is no channel for transmission in
geometry.

In order to illustrate this result, Fig. 6 shows the relati
betweenfR and the specular reflectance (ur 0u2) as a function
of wavelength, for reflection gratings withd51.75mm, a
50.3 mm, and several values of grooves depth (h, ranging

FIG. 6. Total phasefR @panel~a!# and specular reflectance spe
tra @panel ~b!# as a function of wavelength for a normal incide
plane wave impinging reflection gratings withd51.75mm anda
50.3 mm for different grooves depths:~i! h50.2 mm, ~ii ! h
50.4 mm, ~iii ! h50.6 mm, ~iv! h50.8 mm, and~v! h51.0 mm.
In panel~b! each curve is shifted by11 with respect to the previou
one for a better visualization.
15541
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from h50.2 to 1.0mm). For small values ofh @see, for
example,h50.2 mm, curve ~i!#, total phase is essentiall
equal to the scattering phase (u). Therefore, the condition
fR52np occurs very close to the SPP condition. Accor
ingly, specular reflectance spectrum shows a dip at a wa
length close to the SPP location. Whenh is increased, the
condition fR52np occurs at longer wavelengths and, a
cordingly, the dip in the reflectance redshifts~see curves for
h50.4 and 0.6mm in Fig. 6!.

If we consider even deeper grooves, there is a criti
thickness @for this particular set of parameters forh
'0.8 mm; see curve~iv! in Fig. 6# from which there are two
wavelengths fulfillingf52np and the reflectance show
two EM resonances: one located at a wavelength close to
SPP condition, and another one at a much longer wavelen
The locations of these cavity resonances atl@d can be eas-
ily calculated by realizing that, for this range of frequencie
u→p, and then the conditionfR52np is equivalent to
sink0h51. If h is further increased, more cavity resonanc
will fit inside region II, as recently reported in very dee
sinusoidal gratings.9

There is another interesting feature of these EM re

FIG. 7. ~Color! Detailed pictures of theE field over three peri-
ods of reflection gratings with geometrical parametersd
51.75mm, a50.3 mm , and h51.0 mm. The magnitude dis-
played in color scale is the square root of the intensity of the totaE
field normalized to the incomingE field. The two figures corre-
spond to the two resonances appearing in the corresponding re
tance spectrum~see Fig. 6!: ~a! lR51.8 mm and ~b! lR

54.6 mm.
2-5
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F. J. GARCI´A-VIDAL AND L. MARTI ´N-MORENO PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 155412 ~2002!
nances: associated with the absorption of light, and as a
sult of the excitation of these modes by external light, h
focusing of light orE field enhancement in very small vo
umes appears, which could have applications in nonlin
optics or in serface enhanced Raman scattering. This fo
ing is illustrated in Fig. 7, which showsE-field pictures cor-
responding to the two EM resonances obtained for the c
d51.75mm, a50.3 mm andh51.0 mm: one resonance i
located atl51.8 mm ~very near to the SPP condition! and
the other one atl54.6 mm. The magnitude displayed in thi
figure is the square root of the ratio between the intensity
total E field and the intensity of the incoming field. A
clearly seen in the figure, the resonance of longer wavelen
is a cavity mode in which theE field is highly concentrated
inside the grooves~with an E-field intensity enhancement o
around 100) whereas in the upper case~shorter wavelength
resonance!, the intensity is an hybrid between that of a cav
mode and of a SPP, for which the energy is located on
outmost surface. In this last case, the intensity enhancem
is even larger, of around 400. In general, theE-field intensity
enhancement at resonance is basically controlled by the
d/a. It can be shown that forl.d, the amplitude of theE
field inside the grooves (A0) is simply
15541
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a

eik0h

sink0h
Einc , ~12!

whereEinc is the amplitude of the incoming plane wave.
For cavity resonances (l@d), sink0h51, giving an en-

hancement of theE-field intensity inside the grooves that i
proportional to (d/a)2. This enhancement is even larger fo
resonances located near the SPP condition, as in this
sink0h,1. Moreover, if the period of the grating~d! is tuned
to twice the depth of the grooves (h), then sink0h→0 and
according to Eq.~12!, extremely high electric fields assoc
ated to the excitation of these surface plasmons could
obtained. In this particular case, theE-field enhancement
would only be limited by absorption.

The photonic band structure~energy versus momentum!
of these surface plasmon resonances can be calculate
varying the angle of incidence (a) and analyzing when the
conditionfR52np occurs. In Fig. 8 we show the resultin
band structure ford51.75mm, a50.3 mm, and for differ-
ent values ofh: ~a! h50.05mm, ~b! h50.2 mm, ~c! h
50.6 mm, and~d! h51.0 mm. For small values ofh @see
Fig. 8~a!#, the effect of the grooves on the SPP bands is j
the appearance of minigaps located atkx50 andkx5p/d.
M
pe-
FIG. 8. Photonic band structure~black dots!
of the surface plasmons associated to the E
resonances appearing in reflection gratings of
riod d51.75mm, a50.3 mm and different
groove depths:~a! h50.05mm, ~b! h50.2 mm,
~c! h50.6 mm, and~d! h51.0 mm.
2-6
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For deeper grooves (h50.2 mm), the perturbation is greate
the gap between the second and third bands has incre
notably ~note that the lower branch near the gap atkx50
corresponds to the dip in the reflectance curve observe
Fig. 6! and the fourth SPP band has changed radically fr
the almost flat surface~shallow grooves! case. This major
change is due to the fact that this band is quite close
energy to the lowest energy cavity mode of a single gro
of h50.2 mm that is located at 1.55 eV. Further increase inh
provokes the energy lowering of these cavity resonances
associated with this, the appearance of flat bands show
very little dispersion with parallel momentum. This implie
that absorption of energy by these EM resonances is alm
independent on the angle of incidence, feature which co
be useful in some optical devices. Forh50.6 mm @see Fig.
8~c!#, the corresponding cavity mode is located atE
50.52 eV and this mode is the origin of the flat band pres

FIG. 9. Total phasefT in panel~a! and zero-order transmittanc
spectra in panel~b! as a function of wavelength for a normal inc
dent p-polarized plane wave impinging on transmission gratin
with d51.75mm anda50.3 mm, for different thicknesses:~i! h
50.2 mm, ~ii ! h50.4 mm, ~iii ! h50.6 mm, and~iv! h50.8 mm.
15541
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at around 0.4 eV. Note that for this case, the third and fou
bands are almost identical to the SPP bands because, a
posed to the case shown in Fig. 8~b!, they do not mix with
the very low energy cavity mode. For very deep reflecti
gratings @h51.0 mm; see Fig. 8~d!#, the photonic band
structure of the surface plasmons is just a combination
flat bands, associated with cavity resonances, and bands
basically SPP character.

IV. TRANSMISSION GRATINGS

Now we discuss transmission properties of an array
slits @see Fig. 1~b!#. As previously stated, we are mainly in
terested in the casel.d, for which only the zero-order
transmission coefficientt0 @see Eq.~4!# contributes to the

s
FIG. 10. Zero-order transmittance spectra as a function of wa

length for a normal incidentp-polarized plane wave impinging on
transmission gratings withd51.75mm anda50.3 mm, and differ-
ent thicknesses, ranging fromh51.0 to 1.6mm in panel~a! and
from h52.0 to 3.5mm in panel~b!.
2-7
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transmitted current. For a symmetric situation (rR5rL

5Reiu) t0 can be written as

t05
t12expik0ht23

12R2expifT
, ~13!

where t235t21, given by Eq.~8!, and the total phasefT
52k0h12u. As in the case of absorption in reflection gra
ings, transmission properties of a 1D array of slits are co
pletely governed byfT . Given that for narrow slitsR'1,
wheneverfT is an integer times 2p the denominator of Eq
~13! is resonant and, accordingly, there is a peak in the tra
mittance spectrum. This close relation between total ph

FIG. 11. Zero-order transmittance spectra as a function of wa
length for a normal incidentp-polarized plane wave impinging o
transmission gratings withd51.75mm, a50.3 mm, and h
51.2 mm for different values ofg, ranging from g50 to g
50.5 eV. Each panel shows the behavior as a function of dam
in the metal of the two corresponding transmission resonances
pearing for this set of geometrical parameters@see Fig. 10~a!#.
15541
-

s-
se

and transmission~as in a Fabry-Perot interferometer! is illus-
trated in Fig. 9, which displaysfT ~upper panel! and ut0u2
~lower panel! as a function of wavelength of the incomin
normal incidentp-polarized plane wave, for the cases

e-

g
p-

FIG. 12. Poynting vector (S5E3H) for a slit array with d
51.75mm and a50.3 mm, for two different cases:~a! h
50.4 mm for l51.84mm, which is the resonant wavelength fo
this case@see Fig. 9~b!#, and~b! h51.2 mm for the resonant wave
lengthl53.0 mm, that is linked to the excitation of a cavity mod
@see Fig. 10~a!#. In this picture, light is impinging the 1D array o
slits from the right.
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TRANSMISSION AND FOCUSING OF LIGHT IN ONE- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 155412 ~2002!
51.75mm and a50.3 mm and for dif ferentvalues of the
metal thickness h. In contrast to reflection gratings, whe
considering absorption is essential~otherwiser 051 for all
l.d, due to current conservation!, transmission spectra in
transmission gratings present structure even for lossless
als. In order to analyze this structure, we start by neglec
damping processes in the metal, i.e.,g50. For thin metal
films ~see the panel forh50.2 mm), fT'2u, and then the
spectral location of the transmission resonance~in which the
transmittance is 100%) is near the SPP location~remember
that the scattering phase changes byp close to the SPP
wavelength!. Whenh is increased, the conditionfT52np is
fulfilled at longer wavelengths and, correspondingly, t
resonance redshifts~see casesh50.4–0.6mm in Fig. 9!.
This resonance also exhibits a perfect transmittance. Con
ering thicker metal films, there is a critical width (h
50.8 mm, for this set of parameters!, for which the condi-
tion fT52np is satisfied at two different wavelengths. Co
respondingly the transmittance spectrum shows two peak
very narrow one located near the SPP condition and ano
~much broader! one at around 1.3d. These two resonance
appearing in theh50.8 mm case, illustrate the two differen
mechanisms that can lead to almost perfect transmittanc
light in 1D arrays of slits, first reported in Ref. 15: excitatio
of coupled SPP’s on both surfaces of the metallic grati
(l'd) and cavity resonances (l.d). Other authors~see
Collin et al.17! preferred to identify them as horizontal an
vertical surface-plasmon resonances, respectively. In
case, there is not always a clear distinction between th
two ways of transferring light from the upper surface to t
lower one: whenh is further increased@see Fig. 10~a!, h
51.0–1.6mm), the resonance located near the SPP loca
for h50.8 mm moves to longer wavelengths, its charac
changing continuously, and becoming more like a cav
resonance for deeper gratings. In the limit of very deep tra
mission gratings (h@d), many different transmission reso
nances appear@see Fig. 10~b!#, associated with the excitatio
of several cavity modes inside the slits. This behavior
been recently observed experimentally in transmission g
ings built in the millimeter regime.18

At this point it is interesting to compare transmissi
properties of 1D array of slits with the extraordinary optic
transmission observed in 2D hole arrays.12 As commented
upon earlier, the main difference between hole and slit arr
is that in this last case there is always a propagating m
inside the channel. Therefore, light inside the slits can tra
back and forth between the two interfaces and the const
tive interference between all partial transmitted waves
lead to transmission resonances, in a way very much sim
to a conventional Fabry-Perot interferometer. However,
2D hole arrays this process cannot occur because all w
inside the holes are evanescent. As discussed in Ref. 22
enhancement of transmission in hole arrays is due to tun
ing through the surface plasmons formed on each me
dielectric interface. For thin films, both surface plasmo
interact leading to resonant transmission through ‘‘surf
plasmon molecule’’ levels, whereas for thick enough film
optical tunneling is sequential through two isolated surfa
plasmons.
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Going back to 1D slit arrays, it is worth analyzing th
linewidths of the two types of resonances~coupled SPP’s and
cavity modes!: it can be demonstrated that the linewidths
these resonances are inversely proportional to the deriva
of fT with respect tol. As seen in Fig. 9~a!, the scattering
phase does not change much with wavelength, except c
to the SPP location, where it presents a very abrupt der
tive @a footprint of the behavior of the scattering phase ver
wavelength; see Fig. 5~b!#. This explains why the linewidth
of the resonance widens as its wavelength location mo
away from the SPP location. Linewidths also provide info
mation about the sensitivity of these resonances to the p
ence of damping processes in the metal: coupled SPP’s r
nances will be extremely sensitive tog @its associated
transmittance is strongly reduced asg is increased, as show
in Fig. 11~a!#, whereas cavity resonances are very insensi
to g @see Fig. 11~b!#, and then can lead to almost perfe
transmittance for realistic values ofg.

In order to visualize the transmission process associa
with the excitation of different EM resonances of arrays
slits, Fig. 12 shows the Poynting vector (S5E3H) for an
array of slits withd51.75mm anda50.3 mm, for two dif-
ferent cases:~a! h50.4 mm for l51.84mm which is the
resonant wavelength for this case@see Fig. 9~b!#, and ~b! h
51.2 mm for the resonant wavelengthl53.0 mm ~see Fig.
10!. Panel~a! shows how the transmission process is acco
panied by the excitation of SPP’s on both horizontal surfa
and, accordingly, the flow of energy is mainly along t
metal-vacuum interfaces. In the situation depicted in pa
~b!, the system acts as like a funnel collecting all the ene
impinging the structure and then ‘‘squeezing’’ it through t
slits. In both cases, the transmission process is accompa
by a high focusing of theE field: in case~a! focusing occurs
on both interfaces, whereas in case~b! the focusing occurs
inside the slits.

In conclusion we have shown how, by periodically nan
structuring a metal surface, the resulting surface plasm
can be tailored in order to modify the optical properties o
metallic slab. By cutting very narrow and deep grooves in
metallic film it is possible to focus light into very sma
volumes for certain frequencies. As a result of this focusi
the E field is strongly enhanced, this enhancing capabi
depending basically on the ratio between the groove wi
and the grating period. The frequencies of the surface p
mon resonances that are responsible for this effect can
be tuned by choosing the appropriate set of geometrical
rameters. On the contrary, if we want to use a metallic slab
a filter, the idea is to create a 1D array of narrow slits on
film. For certain wavelengths the system will be highly tran
missive and, as in the previous case, this ability is linked
the excitation of surface plasmons, which are able to col
most of the incoming energy and to reemit it in the forwa
direction. Also these transmission capabilities can be c
trolled by geometry~period, slits width, and metal thick
ness!.
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